FAST FOOD
SCAVENGER HUNT

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES

- 3-4 Hours
- Maximum of 3 items per location
- You can spend no money on items
- Nothing can come from you, your vehicle or your home

5 POINTS
Whopper wrapper
Burger King tray liner
Salt packet from Wendy’s
Salsa Verde packet from Taco Bell
Mild sauce packet from Taco Bell
Hot sauce packet from Taco Bell
Fire sauce packet from Taco Bell
Dairy Queen long red spoon
Chick-fil-A drink cup
Burger King french fry box

10 POINTS
Domino’s pizza box
Pizza Hut mini pizza box
Denny’s kids’ menu
Big Mac box
Subway sandwich wrapper
House dressing packet from Carl’s Jr. or Hardee’s
Little Caesar’s pizza box
Happy Meal toys
BONUS: Additional Happy Meal toys – up to 10 (5 pts each)
Chick-fil-A sauce
Chicken nugget

20 POINTS
Cup of ice
Chipotle paper bag (must have logo)
Pancake from IHOP
Salad bowl from Burger King
Tostada from Taco Bell
Dairy Queen coupon
Jack in the Box head
Culver’s soup bowl
Pic of team with the King
Pic of team with employee at fast food restaurant
BONUS: Pics with additional employees – different restaurants (10 pts each)
Bendy straw
Health fact sheet
Pic of team member in play area of FF restaurant
Chicken bucket
Chocolate milk

30 POINTS
Pic of person tossing pizza dough in the air
Pic of team eating a banana split with someone you don’t know
One meatball from Subway
Sonic Drive-In Limeade
McDonald’s gift card (can be empty)
King or Ronald McDonald figurine/toy
20 second vid of team singing “Shake it Off” chorus in a Taco Bell
Vid of someone eating a whole hamburger in 30 seconds or less
Chocolate Frosty from Wendy’s

50 POINTS
Fast Food promotional sign
BONUS: Largest sign (25 pts)
Full pepperoni pizza in box
BONUS: Large size (25 pts)
20 second vid of team member in roller skates at Sonic

75 POINTS
Hamburger Happy Meal (with toy)
Pic of team member making any food behind counter

100 POINT
Pic in Chick-fil-A cow suit